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SUN. 19TH

On Sunday we had a lot
of fun and really good
impressions of the
„Nacional Park“ and the
„Palace of Pena“.



We also enjoyed the great view
from the palace with sunny
weather and the ocean at the
horizon.



Not only did we take a look from the outside, but 
also from the inside.





After visting Sintra we got
to a beach to see the
waves and to have a chat
with other students.

At the evening we arrived
at our host families.



MON. 20TH

On Monday we had a guided tour 
by the head of the copany
„Cooperfrutas“, which produces
fruits such as apples and pears.



After a very good and filling lunch at 
„Bonito by Trincanela“ we visited a 
company called „Mendes 
Gonçalves“ which develops and
manufactures sauces with a 
portuguese taste and is also known
as „Paladin“. Sadly no pictures were
allowed to be taken in the factory.



TUES. 21TH

On Tuesday mornig we
were welcomed by the
school and afterwards we, 
the students, went on a 
city tour on our own to
explore Montemor o Novo.
Also the greek team did a 
presentation about the
way a scientific article is
written and analyzed.



Also all families and
participating students had
a joint dinner at the school
cantine for a more intense
intercultural exchange. 
Furthermore there was a 
portugese choir with
musical accompaniment.



WEDS. 22ND

In the middle of the week we visited
Evora, the former capital of Portugal. 
We had a guided tour through a 
laboratory for old painting restoration, 
which was very interesting.







THURS. 23RD
On Thursday we had a 
long ride heading near the
spanish border to
„Jurofrutas“ passing by big
marble production sites. 





After lunch we visited Monsaraz
which is on top of everything that
surrounds it and near the biggest
artificial lake in Portugal.



FR. 24TH

On Friday in the morning
every student group
presented their results of
certain tasks they had to
fulfill during the trips to
Evora and Montemor in 
school. The results came
out very well. After that, 
the official program
ended.



WE ALL HAD A VERY GOOD TIME 
AND MET LOTS OF NEW FRIENDS.


